List of Revisions to Draft ISBD as of 2010-05-10
This list is arranged by the stipulation numbers in the preliminary consolidated edition (2007). In some cases the number in
the current draft is given in parentheses. The amount of detail in this list varies. Some minor editorial changes are not
listed. Some changes in this list may not reflect the final text submitted for worldwide review. We apologize for any
confusion.
General
Italicize uses of “Alternatively”
change “language and/or script” to “language and script” where appropriate
change formulations like “title(s)” to other forms
Put full stop at end of editorial comments in examples; most are complete sentences.
Delete GMDs from examples
Change “Recommended punctuation” to “Prescribed punctuation”; change heading for examples of punctuation to
“Punctuation patterns”
Title page
Change edition statement to “Consolidated edition” (to match cover of loose-leaf binder)
Contents
Expand table of contents another level down
Members list
Delete Future Directions SG list; update list of members of RG; add list of liaisons
Introduction
Thoroughly revised
0 (A)
Change heading to General Chapter and change number of chapter and all sections to A
0.1.1 (A.1.1)
Lower case items in list; move “printed texts” to alphabetical position; delete parenthetical addition to still images
Add “its medium” to last 4th paragraph after “its carrier”
Delete last sentence
0.1.3 (A.1.3)
Replace discussion of mandatory, optional, conditional with paragraph on mandatory elements, per decision in Quebec,
2008
Delete paragraph beginning “Other cataloguing agencies …”; unnecessary
last paragraph: add “its medium” after “its carrier”
0.2.1 (A.2.1)
Change heading to “Object of the bibliographic description”
Add new paragraph:
“The ISBD is used to create a description of a set of resources that bear the same characteristics in respect to both
intellectual content and physical form, i.e. an edition. An edition may be identified by an edition statement on the
resource or by information provided by the publisher. A major difference between two resources in any of the
areas of description indicates that different editions are involved and separate descriptions are required. A change
in the identity of the distributor does not constitute a change of the edition. An ISBD description describes a
complete copy of a published resource.”
For older monographic resources
Move this section to end of A.2.1
Move 1st sentence from area 2 Introductory note for OMR here. Change “The ISBD” to “This standard”
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For electronic resources
Number as A.2.2; regular indentation. Update terminology. Add “All remote-access electronic resources are considered to
be published” to end of 1st paragraph; taken from 4 – Introductory note
Delete sentence about edition statements; inappropriate here
Change “disk/disc” to “disc”; change “In the case of” to “For”
Add paragraph based on text moved from 2.1.1; delete phrases about difference in type of carrier and output medium
0.2.2 (A.2.3)
Renumber as A.2.3
Reduce section to “If a resource is issued in different types of physical carriers or in different output media, each different
physical carrier or different output medium is described in a separate bibliographic record.”
0.2.3 (A.2.4)
Renumber as A.2.4
Delete “Multipart” from heading; it’s not necessary. Change text to “For the physical description of multimedia resources,
see 5.1.2.”
A.2.5
Add new section A.2.5 about reproductions based on text from 4 – Introductory note; renumber later sections
0.2.4.1 (A.2.6.1)
Delete period at end of section title
0.2.4.1.1-0.2.4.3.4 (A.2.6.1.1-A.2.6.3.4)
Delete “When” at the beginning of each clause.
Delete section numbering and use a) etc.
0.2.4.1.1 (A.2.6.1 a)
Add ex. Link magazine from 0.2.5.1.11
0.2.4.1.2 (A.2.6.1 b)
change to “ b) an addition, deletion, or change in the title proper that changes the meaning or indicates a different subject
matter”
Add editorial comment after 2nd ex.
0.2.4.2.1 (A.2.6.2 a)
Change ref. from 0.2.5.1.5 to A.2.7.1 e)
0.2.4.2.5 (A.2.6.2 e)
Change “the same title as the initial issues and are in the same language, and the contents of the cumulations are
significantly different (e.g. when the contents of quarterly issues of an index are merged into a single alphabet for the annual
issue)” to “separate numbering from the basic issues”
0.2.4.3 (A.2.6.3)
Change “record” to “description” for consistency
0.2.5.1 (A.2.7.1)
Add in case of doubt provision from 0.2.5.1.12
Delete numbering for subrules and change to a) etc.
0.2.5.1.8 (A.2.7.1 h)
Change heading to “Example”
0.2.5.1.11 (A.2.7.1 k)
Move example for Link magazine to 0.2.4.1.1 and add phrase about changes to resource type words
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0.2.5.1.12
Move in case of doubt provision to 0.2.5.1
0.2.5.2 (A.2.7.2)
Delete “.1and 0.2.4.3.2”
0.3.1 (A.3.1)
Delete heading “General notes …”
Delete paragraph B; doesn’t belong here
Delete paragraph numbering; delete paragraph C.
in table, add lines for area 0
In table, add indications of repeatability of areas 3, 5, 6, 8; add subelements in 3.1 and 3.3; delete row for 4.3; delete
indications of conditional and optional
Add lines in area 1 for “;” for subsequent title by same author, etc., and for “.” For subsequent title by different author, etc.
0.3.2.1 (A.3.2.1)
delete “except the first element of area 1”
add 2nd sentence “Punctuation that precedes an element is omitted when it's the first element of an area.”
Change "ISBD punctuation" to "Prescribed punctuation"; change “national bibliographic agency or other cataloguing
agency” to “cataloguing agency”
For older monographic resources
Delete this section as contrary to ISBD provisions.
0.3.2.2 (A.3.2.2)
Change “(but see 0.9)” to “(see also A.8)”
Add heading “Example”
0.3.2.3 (A.3.2.3)
Change "ISBD" to "description"; change “area 1” to “the first”; delete “typography or indentation”
0.3.2.7 (A.3.2.7)
Add . – before “3rd ed.” in examples
Delete GMD from ex.
Delete ex. for older monographic resources; no new information
0.3.2.8 (A.3.2.8)
Change paragraph numbering to a) and b);
add example for series statement to a)
Delete section for continuing resources (cf. wiki)
0.3.2.9 (A.3.2.9)
Change “two or more languages and/or scripts” to “more than one language or script”
0.3.2.11 (A.3.2.11)
Revise paragraph to allow equivalent punctuation symbols in nonroman scripts, in keeping with decision in Milan in Aug.
2009
0.4 (A.4)
Lower case “Information” in heading
0.4.1 (A.4.1)
Replace 1st paragraph with text decided in Frankfurt (Feb. 2010)
Change heading from “For serials or multipart monographic resources” to “For serials”
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Under For serials …, insert after 1st sentence: “For numbered serials and multipart monographic resources, the first issue or
part is the lowest numbered issue or part. For unnumbered serials and multipart monographic resources, the first issue or
part is the issue or part with the earliest publication, production, distribution, etc., date. For serials,” (cf. wiki)
Change basis for Date to “Earliest and/or latest issues or parts”
0.4.2 (A.4.2)
Change heading to Preferred sources of information
Added new information on selecting preferred source
0.4.2.1 (A.4.2.1)
Delete colon from heading
Resources in roman scripts
Add numbering 0.4.2.1.1 and delete colon and final “s” from heading;
General rewriting; put general provisions before “For monographic resources”
For older monographic resources
Delete 1st paragraph; already covered in 0.4.1
For continuing resources
Add “of the issue used as the basis of the description” to 1st sentence
Resources in non-roman scripts
Add numbering 0.4.2.1.2 and delete colon from heading; Change numbering to a) etc.;
replace 1st paragraph with “The colophon is the preferred source of information when one or more of the following
conditions is true:”
0.4.2.2-0.4.2.4 (A.4.2.2-A.4.2.4)
Delete “For” and colons from headings
0.4.2.2 (A.4.2.2)
Change 1st paragraph to “The preferred source of information for a cartographic resource or a still image is chosen in the
following order of preference:”;
change first word of lettered items to lower case
Delete numbers 1) and 2) and change 2) to d)
Add “Printed atlases are treated the same as monographs or continuing resources, as appropriate.”
0.4.2.3 (A.4.2.3)
Change heading to “Other nonprint resources”;
In first sentence, delete “still and” (covered in A.4.2.2)
In 2nd sentence, insert “content of the” before “resource itself” because latter is defined to include carrier and labels;
delete from “In deciding an order of precedence …” through “… only source for a collective title” because it is too wordy
and convoluted and replace with:
The preferred sources of information are:

a) a source that collectively identifies the work or works contained in the resource and is
permanently associated with the resource, such as the title frames of a motion picture or the
label on a disc
b) a source that collectively identifies the work or works contained in the resource and
accompanies the resource, such as a descriptive insert issued with a disc
0.4.2.4 (A.4.2.4)
Delete paragraph 2) because covered by new 0.4.2.6;
delete rest of section because too wordy and convoluted and replace with:
The preferred sources of information are:
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a) a source that identifies the resource as a whole and is internal to the resource itself, such as a
title screen, main menu, program statements, the header to the file including “Subject:” lines,
home page, or encoded information (e.g., TEI header, HTML title)
b) a source that identifies the resource as a whole and appears on the physical carrier or its labels
c) a container issued by the publisher, producer, or distributor
d) documentation or other accompanying material (e.g., a publisher’s letter) that identifies the
resource
0.4.2.5 (A.4.2.5)
Change heading to “Resources without a common source of information”; Delete colons from headings;
Add “including resources with multilingual versions of the same work” after the 2nd comma
0.4.2.6 (A.4.2.6)
Create new section as follows to cover all formats:
A.4.2.6 Resources without a source of information in the resource
If no source of information is found in the resource, sources outside the resource, such as a catalogue, bibliography,
or review, may be used.
0.4.3 (A.4.3)
Change heading to “Prescribed sources”
Second and 3rd paragraphs revised for clarity; 2nd paragraph for area 1 only, include area 2 in 3rd paragraph
First paragraph under For older monographic resources moved to general section
0.5 (A.5)
Move area 3 from 2nd paragraph to first
Change “transcribed” to “recorded”
change “national bibliographic agency or other cataloguing agency” to “cataloguing agency”
add sentence about equivalents of English terms and phrases
Change 3rd paragraph to:
Elements of the description of resources appearing in scripts other than that chosen by the national bibliographic
agency or other cataloguing agency may, if necessary, be given in transliteration or transcribed without brackets
into the script chosen by the agency.
And move footnote into text
0.6 (A.6)
Number first paragraph as A.6.1
Rewrite to put in passive voice and clarify meaning:
Abbreviations found in the source of information used for description are transcribed as found. In area 1,
information is not abbreviated or abridged.
See 0.6.6
0.6.1 (A.6.1)
Delete number (see above) and move paragraph to 2nd paragraph in new A.6.1.
Change “for serials, when a title proper includes” to “a title proper of a serial that includes”
0.6.2 (A.6.2)
Change to “If a single statement … is abridged”
0.6.4 (A.6.4)
Delete names of specific standards and change to “international or national” and refer to Appendix F
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0.6.5 (A.6.5)
Change heading to “Examples”
0.6.6 (A.6.6)
Make this a special section under A.6
0.7 (A.7) Capitalization
Add “or subelements” after “elements”; delete “general material designation”;
Move footnote in 2nd sentence into reference in text
For older monographic resources
Change “printing” to “production”
Delete final sentence because it’s about access points
0.8 (A.11) Examples
Move to after 0.11; renumber following
Change “the ISBD” to “this document”
0.9 (A.8) Misprints
Change “Alternatively” to “or”
Delete final sentence in 1st paragraph (“Letters or numbers …”);
In 2nd example, change “[d]anger” to “anger [i.e. danger]”;
Delete “or” and last example before “For older monographic resources” (cf. wiki)
0.10 (A.9) Symbols, etc.
Delete phrase “(normally, characters that are neither numeric nor alphabetic)” per vote on wiki
Add sentence “A copyright symbol that cannot be reproduced may be replaced by an abbreviation without square brackets.”
and ex. “cop. 2009” with editorial comment.
0
Insert Area 0
Add “Mandatory”
Prescribed punctuation: Change “full stop” to “point”
1 Title and statement of responsibility area
Introductory note
Delete “the General material designation” and add other elements of the area; delete GMD also in Contents
Add: “The elements are defined in the glossary.”
Recommended punctuation
Delete A.
F and G. (renumbered E and F): rephrase to base on presence of statement of responsibility
H. Change to “If a title is made up of”
J. delete “or a statement of responsibility”
Delete GMD from punctuation patterns
In 15th example, capitalize "title"
Title ; tTitle / statement of responsibility
In last example, delete first “/ statement of responsibility” and first “/ parallel statement of responsibility”
Prescribed source
Change heading to Prescribed sources
Revise paragraph for clarity
Change heading “Printed cartographic resources and Multimedia resources, sound recordings, videorecordings, and still and
moving images” to “All other resources”
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Change next line: The resource itself, container, documentation, other accompanying material.
Delete provision for electronic resources.
For resources containing different works:
Delete this section because it repeats 0.4.2.5
For all types or resources
Delete this section because it is generally true and doesn’t need to be stated here
1.1
Add “Mandatory”
Delete Introductory note; first 4 paragraphs covered by glossary definition.
1.1.1
Move this stipulation after the current 1.1.2 and number it 1.1.2 (this should be merged into introductory note, but that
would change the numbering of the following stipulations, and it would be better not to do that)
Delete table of examples; unnecessary
1.1.2
Renumber as 1.1.1; change “description” to “area” because of addition of area 0
1.1.3
Delete text; unnecessary and creates “hanging” paragraph (ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2, 5.4.2)
1.1.3.2
Correct order of characters in next-to-last example: 梅原龍三郞
1.1.3.4
Change first paragraph to “An alternative title is part of the title proper.” (Alternative title is defined in glossary; doesn’t
need to be repeated here.)
Change "The ISBD does not prescribe punctuation ..." to "There is no prescribed punctuation ..." and move this paragraph to
the first paragraph. Instructions that come after the examples can be missed.
Remove some examples; not all are needed.
Add “Editorial comment: Older monographic resource” after example Collegium institutionum; delete other examples for
o.m.r.; delete heading “Examples for older monographic resources”
1.1.3.5
Add example “Royalists and Puritans, 1635-1660” (moved from 1.4)
Under “L und E” delete editorial comment; unnecessary
In “Evangelischer Gnaden-Strom” add comma and space after “2.”
Add “Editorial comment: Older monographic resource” after appropriate examples (In Caii; Evangelischer; LXX)
Move sentence at end to paragraph before examples
1.1.3.6
Replace first paragraph with:
When a statement of responsibility, the name of a publisher, or information relating to other descriptive elements
(e.g. edition statement) is linguistically an integral part of the title, it is included in the title proper.
Delete a few examples that show situations already demonstrated
Add ex. for The compact edition of the Oxford English dictionary
In last 2 examples, change "Editorial note" to "Editorial comment"
1.1.3.7
Delete last example because it doesn’t help to illustrate this stipulation (how can part of the title proper come after the
statement of responsibility?)
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1.1.4.1
Change heading to Resources …
1.1.4.1.2
Typo: "content or of the main part of the resource"
1.1.4.2
Change heading to Resources …
Lower case “information” in section title
1.1.4.2.2
Change “two or more languages or scripts” to “more than one language or script”
For printed resources ...
Change “In the case of tête-bêche resources where text and/or prescribed sources of information in two different languages
and/or scripts are presented with equal status,” to “For tête-bêche or back-to-back resources where text and/or prescribed
sources of information in two different languages and/or scripts are presented on separate pages with equal status, each at
the “front” of the book with respect to one of the covers” to take account of books published, for example, in French and
Arabic, where neither text is inverted, but each starts from one of the covers.
Change "tête-bêche" to "format" in last sentence of paragraph.
1.1.4.3
Delete examples after first, which adequately demonstrates the rule
Under For OMR, delete ex. after Virgil
1.1.4.4
Delete (decision at Frankfurt, Feb. 2010)
1.1.4.5.1
Delete number; there is no 1.1.4.5.2
Change 4th ex. to [Coast of Maine from Rockland Harbor to Pemaquid Point] (cf. http://lccn.loc.gov/75695812) to correct
typo;
Delete redundant example [Mining claims …]
Move last sentence to paragraph before examples
1.1.4.6
Change heading to “Resources that are part of, or supplement to, another resource”
1.1.4.6.1
Change “inset” to “insert” (cf. ODLIS http://lu.com/odlis/odlis_i.cfm )
Add “The common title may be given also in area 6.” (decision at Frankfurt, Feb. 2010)
Delete ex. for OMR; no special stipulation
For continuing resources: change “insert/inset” to “insert”; change “7.2.4.9” to “7.2.4.5”; delete 2nd paragraph (not
necessary here)
1.1.4.6.2
Change “inset” to “insert”
Delete ex.; repeated in area 7 and not needed here
1.1.4.6.4
Delete and move to new section 1.1.5.3.2
1.1.5.1
Delete example for The Unabashed librarian to avoid controversy over whether asterisks are punctuation;
delete examples To Sir Richard Hill; Sir, with submission; The following was; Unto the right honourable; Der verkannte
Werth
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Move ex. I am a jolly huntsman to 1.1.5.4.
In 2nd paragraph, change 2nd sentence to passive for consistency
For older monographic resources
Delete first paragraph; covered by 1.1.2 (1.1.1 in revision)
For continuing resources
Change “disk” to “disc” under “IFLA CD” ex.
1.1.5.2
Change heading to Resources …
Change “source” to “source or sources” (decision at Frankfurt, Feb. 2010)
Add 2nd paragraph from 1.1.4.2.2 For printed resources, “For resources where text and/or prescribed sources of information
in two different languages or scripts are presented on separate pages with equal status, each at the “front” of the book with
respect to one of the covers, the choice of title proper is at the discretion of the cataloguing agency. The title not chosen as
title proper is given as a parallel title (see 1.3.2). A note explaining the format may be given in area 7.”
1.1.5.2.1
Delete heading and number because unnecessary; there is no 1.1.5.2.2
add “Edition statements associated with individual titles are transcribed with the titles.” as 2nd sentence
Move 2 ex. with other title information to 1.4.4.5.1
add ex. from 2.1.4.2
Revise first paragraph under For older monographic resources as follows:
The titles of the individual works are given in the order indicated by the sequence of titles on the title page. When
works additional to those named on the title page appear in the resource, the titles of such works are recorded in
area 7.
Remove spaces in “B = rk --- y’s”; delete note
Delete first paragraph after these examples.
Revise next paragraph as follows:
If the numeration of a part of a multipart monographic resource is an integral part of the title proper, the
numeration of the last part is given following the numeration of the first, enclosed in square brackets after a
hyphen.
Example “Prima [-decima] egloga della bucolica di Virgilio”: delete note because unnecessary
Delete following examples (Quinti …) and change heading to singular (Example)
Delete last paragraph and examples; covered by 7.1.2 and 7.7.
1.1.5.3
Create new subheading 1.1.5.3.1 Dependent titles as part of the title proper
Start with “If a title consists of”
Delete “or a statement of responsibility” because of change in 1.4.5.12 (formerly 1.5.5.12)
Delete subheadings for examples and add 2 examples of multiparts.
Create new section 1.1.5.3.2; move 1.1.4.6.4 here; change ref. from 3.3.9 to 3.3.8; reformulate ex. to standard order
1.1.5.4
Delete “proper” in heading and first occurrence in text
5th paragraph: change "within this area of the ISBD outline" to "in ISBD descriptions"
Ex. moved from 1.1.5.1.
1.1.6
Move main part of rule and examples to 1.4.1 (new 1.3.1)
Revise first sentence as “Variant titles (other than parallel titles, see 1.3) not selected as title proper but found on the same
source as the title proper are given as other title information.”
Move “Barbara” example to end and add “but” above it;
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Delete special format stipulations
1.1.7
Delete everything after first sentence; covered elsewhere
1.2
Delete section on GMD; replaced by area 0
1.3 (1.2)
Delete heading “Introductory note”
Number paragraph as 1.2.1
1.3.1 (1.2.1)
Delete number to include in new 1.2.1 above
Move last sentence to first paragraph in new 1.2.1 above (former introd. note); delete examples (covered by 1.3.5)
1.3.2 (1.2.2)
Change "In the case of tête-bêche" to “For tête-bêche or back-to-back”; insert "on separate pages" after "are presented";
number this paragraph as 1.2.3
1.3.3
Move first paragraph to new 1.2.1
Move 2nd paragraph to 1.3.5.1
Delete examples; they don’t help to clarify
1.3.4
Add closing parenthesis after “(see area 2)”
Delete period at end of 1st example
Delete last ex.; covered by 7.2.4.1
1.3.5.1
Add 2nd paragraph from 1.3.3
1.3.5.2 (1.2.5.2)
In ex. for Majaladda xeerka, add diacritics to Arabic title
1.3.5.4 (1.2.5.4)
Change heading to Resources …
Add heading “Examples”
Change punctuation in first 2 ex. from point to space, semicolon, space
1.3.5.5
Delete period at end of section title.
Change to “If the title proper is made up of a common title”
Change “title(s)” to “title or titles”
1.4
Add to introductory note: “Other title information can include variant titles on the prescribed source of information not
chosen as the title proper.”
Delete 4th ex. (Motor road map) because used in 1.4.2
Delete Petrushka ex. because includes edition information
Delete statement of responsibility from WWW.hr (should this example be based on Croatian language page?)
Delete Royalists and Puritans example because dates should be part of title proper, as in 1.1.4.6.1. Move example to
1.1.3.5.
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Correct order of characters in next-to-last example:
語楽紀行アジア [Videorecording] : 語タイする旅
Move first paragraph under For CR to 1.4.4.2; delete 2nd paragraph and move ex. to 1.4.3.1
Move first sentence for looseleafs to 1.4.4.2; delete 2nd sentence because redundant
1.4.1
Replace with main rule and examples from 1.1.6 (q.v.).
1.4.2 (1.3.2)
Change “required” to “mandatory” in 2nd paragraph in keeping with ISBD terminology; change “record” to “description”
Insert comma after “Murrow” in 1st ex.
Move sentence under For OMR to 1.4.4.4; delete ex. for OMR
1.4.3 (1.3.3)
Add new heading “Special cases of other title information” and new heading 1.3.3.1 “Initials and acronyms”
Rewrite first sentence for clarity
Delete last ex.; covered by 7.1.1.4
1.4.3.1 (1.3.3.2)
Add ex. on CR from 1.4
1.4.4.2
Rewrite 3rd sentence in passive for consistency
Add paragraph on CR from 1.4
1.4.4.3
Correct see reference to 7.1.1.3.
Delete 3rd example.
For older monographic resources
Delete 2 paragraphs; redundant of 1.1.5.1 and 1.4.2
Add: “Other title information appearing on the prescribed source of information before the title proper is transcribed before
the title proper.”
example: move to 1.4.4.4; delete period after title proper and semicolon at end; lower case other title information
1.4.4.4
Delete 3rd example because last part supposedly belongs in area 3.
Replace Korean example with 천국의 계단 : 그리고 다시는 울지 않았다 : 최인호장편소설
Add ex. from 1.4.4.3 under For OMR
1.4.4.5
Change heading to Resources …
1.4.4.5.1
Add 2 ex. moved from 1.1.5.2
For older monographic resources
Change “These statements, if given,” to “Statements of other title information”
1st example: change “Des” to “des”
1.4.4.5.2
Incorporate 1.4.4.5.4
1.4.4.5.4
Incorporate into 1.4.4.5.2
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1.4.4.6 (1.3.4.6)
Change heading to “Common and dependent titles”
In 3rd example, add period after “France”
Move last sentence (In case of doubt …) to first paragraph
1.4.4.7.4 (1.3.4.7.4)
Move ex. “Swiss cycling journal” to 1.4.5.10.1 (formerly 1.5.5.10.1) because includes statement of responsibility
For older monographic resources
Delete section (decision at Frankfurt, Feb. 2010)
For notated music resources
add “generic” before “term for type” in first sentence (to justify 2nd part of glossary definition of generic term)
1.4.4.8 (1.3.48)
Change “Normally” to “Otherwise”; “if given, is” to “may be”
1.5
Change heading to “Statement of responsibility”
Add “Mandatory”
1.5.2
For older monographic resources
Delete this section; this minor detail is covered by 1.5.5.9
For updating looseleafs
Move section to 1.5.5.1
For motion pictures
Add “in area 1” after “are recorded”
1.5.3
Change text to heading “Forms of the statement of responsibility”
1.5.3.1-1.5.3.6
Replace “It” with “A statement of responsibility”
1.5.3.2
Add “or designating an unnamed group”
Delete 6th-8th ex.; covered by 1.4
1.5.3.3 (1.4.3.3)
Move last sentence into first paragraph
1.5.3.6 (1.4.3.6)
Rephrase text
Delete 3rd ex.; no new information
1.5.3.8
Rephrase and include references to 1.1.3.6 and 1.4.2; delete first set of ex.
In 2nd set of ex., delete all but first, which suffices
1.5.4.1
Delete heading “Examples for older monographic resources”
Add comment to ex. “by William Whiston …”
1.5.4.2
In 9th ex., change Françoise to Française
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1.5.4.4
In 3rd ex., delete space in “W. J.”, after that add space-semicolon-space; lowercase “To”; add space in “Acierand”
Delete 4th ex.
1.5.5.1
In ex. beginning “realisateur”, change semicolons to commas between cast members
In ex. for Abraham Bosse, add semicolon after Bosse
Delete 2nd paragraph (“When the statement of responsibility …”) because 1.5.3.1 already makes clear that SOR can consist
of name alone. Delete heading above Honore de Balzac.
Move section for updating looseleafs here from 1.5.2
Move stipulation for sound recordings to 1.5.5.9.
Delete stipulation and examples for continuing resources
Move section for older monographic resources here from 1.5.5.5
1.5.5.2
Change “The source of such a statement of responsibility is given in area 7” to “The source of such a statement of
responsibility may be given in area 7” (decision at Frankfurt, Feb. 2010)
Delete 2nd ex., add to 7.1.4
Delete 5th ex. (Leandro)
Move section for OMR to 7.1.4.2
1.5.5.3
In first ex., insert space after “M.”
In 4th example, insert space before ellipsis
Delete all after “Preferably all the names are transcribed.” Covered by 7.1.4.
1.5.5.4
Move specific for sound recordings and moving images to 1.5.5.1.
1.5.5.5
For older monographic resources
Add: “Initials indicating membership of societies, academic degrees, etc., and statements of positions held and
qualifications following a person's name are not omitted form the statement of responsibility.”
Move previous paragraph and ex. to 1.5.5.1
1.5.5.8
Delete heading “Example for older monographic resource”
1.5.5.9
2nd ex.: change "del" to "di" in 2 places; move bracket statement to end
7th ex.: change "Catelnuovo" to "Castelnuovo"
Enclose each statement of responsibility in separate sets of square brackets (3 ex.)
Add section for sound recordings and AV resources, taken from 1.5.5.1 and revised
1.5.5.10.3
Delete “if given”
For older monographic resources
Complete title of Cursus mathematicus from BnF
3rd example starts with “Frederici Ruischii”
1.5.5.10.4
In Madame Bovary ex., change “Marais” to “Renoir”
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1.5.5.11
Change heading to “Resources …”
1.5.5.11.1 (1.4.5.11.1)
Change “title proper” to “collective title”
In 3rd ex., lowercase “Mail”
In ex. “Le Colonel Chabert” delete “a” before “suivi de”; delete comment: covered by 1.1.5.2
For older monographic resources
Delete 2nd paragraph; covered by 1.5.5.6
1.5.5.11.2
Move 2nd paragraph (A linking word …) to end of first paragraph
Add new ex. to show linking word
1.5.5.11.3
First ex.: add period after “R.B” and begin new example with “Jephte”
1.5.5.11.4 (1.4.5.11.4)
Move paragraph after examples to position before examples
Move ex. beginning “Rene Forest …” to 7.1.4
1.5.5.12 (1.4.5.12)
Change first sentence to “… statements of responsibility relating to the dependent title are given after the title proper.
Statements of responsibility relating to the larger work may be given in area 6 with the common title.” (decision in
Frankfurt, Feb. 2010)
Change 4th ex. to “Bulletin. Supplement” and add “Area 6: (Bulletin / Faculty of Archaeology)” (decision in Frankfurt,
Feb. 2010)
For older monographic resources
Change “if given, is” to “may be”
2
Introductory note
Delete 1st sentence; covered by glossary definition. Move 2nd sentence to 0.2.1. Move 3rd sentence to 2.1.1 in revised
form. Move 4th sentence to 0.2.1.
add new sentence giving the elements of the area
Move 1st sentence under For OMR to 0.2.1. Move 2nd sentence to 2.1.1, with rewording.
After recommended punctuation, change heading to “Pattern examples”
Prescribed source
Delete colon at end of heading and change to “Prescribed sources”; delete periods at ends of lists.
For printed textual and notated music resources:
Title page, first page of music, other preliminaries, cover, colophon, the rest of the resource
For older monographic resources:
Title page
For cartographic resources, multimedia resources, sound recordings, videorecordings, still and moving
images, and electronic resources
The resource itself, container, accompanying material
2.1
Add “Mandatory”
2.1.1
Delete heading “Introductory note”
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Delete definition in first paragraph, including A. and B.; edition statement defined in glossary.
Change 1st word of 2nd and 3rd paragraphs from “The” to “An”
Add after “… ‘May 1970 script’, etc.)”: “A statement that includes the word “edition” or its equivalent is not considered an
edition statement when it represents printing information, as is typical in the publication patterns of certain countries.”
(based on 2, Introductory note)
Delete example “Reprint ed.” because repeated in 2.1.2; delete Joint ed., Annual cumulated ed., Memorial ed., World Cup
ed., Windows 96 ed. because there are too many examples here.
Move special categories of ed. statements here from 2.1.2
For older monographic resources
Move 2nd sentence from area 2 Introductory note, For OMR, here, changing to “edition statement”.
Move sentence and ex. from 2.4.3 here
Delete 2nd and 3rd paragraphs under For electronic resources and move non-redundant parts to 0.2.1; 2nd paragraph is
about deciding what is an edition and what to catalog, not about ed. statements; 3rd paragraph is about deciding what to
catalog and what is a new ed.
Delete 4th paragraph For electronic resources and move to general part of 2.1.1; these stipulations can apply to any
resource, not just ER
2.1.2
Change heading to “Transcription”
Replace “substituted for” with “given in place of” (translator’s request).
Delete punctuation after first “Examples” heading
Delete ex. “Ed. francaise” because it’s given further below under language editions
After example [Three stars] ed., add editorial comment, “Statement appears as: ★★★ ed. Cataloguing agency unable to
reproduce stars.”
Move ex. “Interactive ed., 1993 version” to 2.4.2
Move special categories of ed. statements to 2.1.1
Delete the paragraph beginning “When information pertaining ...” because it is already covered by 2.1.1 (last paragraph
before examples). Delete the example because it is an older monographic resource.
For continuing resources
Change “insert/inset” to “insert”
2.1.3
Make rule for OMRs the general rule. Delete examples for OMRs: 1st is repeat of example in main rule.
2.1.4
Change text to heading “Edition statements not transcribed in the edition area”
2.1.4.1
Change “as part as” to “as part of”
Delete example for OMR; it doesn't illustrate main rule.
For older monographic resources
Delete this section and merge with 7.2.1
For continuing resources
Delete 2nd paragraph
Expand abbreviations because these statements should reflect the form found on the resource, not the transcription
2.1.4.2
Add heading “Resources without a collective title”
Move first 3 ex. to 1.1.5.2; delete 4th ex.
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2.2
Add “along with any corresponding statement of responsibility or additional edition statement” after “recorded” under For
OMR.
2.3
Change heading from Statements … to Statement …
Add “Mandatory”
2.3.1
Change “Maticetov” to “Matičetov”
Delete ex. for OMR; covered by 2.1.2
2.3.2
Merge rule for OMR into general rule
For multimedia resources …
Delete section (no new information) but keep ex.
2.3.3
Delete; essentially the same as additional edition statement (2.4)
2.3.4
Merge rule for OMR into general rule; rephrase as “The following statements of responsibility and/or details of appendices
or other subsidiary matter relating to the edition are not transcribed in the edition area but given in area 1:”
2.3.4.1
Merge rule for OMR into general rule; delete “are given in area 1”; change number to a)
2.3.4.2
Merge rule for OMR into general rule; delete “are given in area 1”; change number to b)
2.3.5
Delete stipulation for OMR; no new information. Covered by revised 2.2.
2.4
Add “Mandatory”
2.4.1
Change numbering from 1) etc. to a) etc.
Delete last ex. in each section
2.4.2
Move ex. “Neuaufl. der deutschen Originalausg.” to 2.1.2
Delete ex. “Full ed. …”; similar to ex. in 2.4.1
Delete section For OMR; covered by 2.1.1
2.4.3
Delete “19.-23. Tsd.” because not an additional ed. statement and actually just printing information
Move section For OMR to 2.1.1
2.4.4
Delete stipulation for OMR; no new information. Covered by revised 2.2.
2.5
Change heading from Statements … to Statement …
Add “Mandatory”
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2.5.2
Delete stipulation for OMR; no new information. Covered by revised 2.2.
3
Introductory note
In 2nd paragraph, change “Thus far the materials are” to “These are”
Add “or when multiple scales are given” to 3rd paragraph
Delete 2nd ex.; no new information
3.1
Add “Mandatory”
Add “A. The mathematical data area is preceded by a point, space, dash, space (. – ).” as first recommended punctuation
Change heading to “Prescribed sources”
Change “one of the prescribed sources” to “the resource”
3.1.1.1
Rephrase paragraph
3.1.1.3
Rearrange ex.
3.1.1.5
Delete period at end of 1st example
3.1.1.8
Insert dash before 2nd scale statement in examples as required by recommended punctuation in 3.1 and 3—Introductory
note
3.1.2.1
Change “if given, is” to “may be”
3.1.2.2
In 4th and 5th examples, insert comma after “proj.”
3.1.3.1
Add heading “Coordinates”
Change “may be recorded” to “are recorded” to agree with FRBR 7.3
3.1.3.2
Delete “of cartographic resource” from 4 items in list
In last paragraph, delete all after “Coordinates may be recorded as decimal degrees.” The text is contradictory about plus
and minus signs, which in any case are confusing when combined with dashes between coordinates.
3.1.3.3
Add heading “Right ascension and declination”
Add new number 3.1.3.4 and heading “Equinox” before paragraph “When coordinates are given”
3.2
Add “Mandatory”
Introductory note
Delete heading
Revise definition
Recommended punctuation
Add “A. The musical format statement is preceded by a point, space, dash, space (. – )” as first punctuation statement
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Prescribed source
Change heading to Prescribed sources
Change order of “other preliminaries” and “first page of music”
3.2.1
Change heading to “Transcription”
3.2.1.2
Move ex. “Partitut [und Solostimme]” to 3.2.1.1
Change “title page” to “title proper”
3.3
Add “Mandatory”
Introductory note
Delete heading
General revision
3rd paragraph: Delete 1st sentence. Delete “a source of the numbering of” from 2nd sentence. Delete “a source of the
numbering of” from 3rd sentence and change “is” to “are”. Effect is to use numbering only from issues in hand in area 3.
Recommended punctuation
Add “A. The numbering area is preceded by a point, space, dash, space (. – )” as first punctuation rule
Old A: delete footnote; recommend in 3.3.1.1 to use slash
Old D: generalize to include all new sequences
Old E: delete; give rule for comma in 3.3.8
Add “. – “ before punctuation patterns
Prescribed source
Add period to end of last paragraph. Delete all after “itself”
3.3.1
Change heading to “Transcription”
3.3.1.1
Change “substituted for other numbers or spelled-out numerals” to “given in place of other numerals or spelled-out
numbers”
Add to 1st paragraph: “and in hierarchical order. If a number or date on the issue or part includes more than one number,
month, year, etc., separated by a hyphen, a slash is used in place of the hyphen to avoid confusion with the hyphen that
separates the designations of the first and last issues.” Add 3 examples illustrating this.
Move 4th-7th ex. to 3.3.2; delete some others
3.3.1.2
Delete “prescribed”; it doesn’t matter which source it is, and the prescribed source for area 3 is the resource itself
Change “serial” to “resource”
3.3.2
Rewrite slightly
Add examples from 3.3.1.1
3.3.4
Change ref. from 7.2 to A.2.4
Change “that bears the new title proper” to “of the new serial.”
3.3.5
Rephrase first sentence to put alternative at end
Change heading to “Examples”
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3.3.6
Add hyphens to 4th and 5th ex.
3.3.7
9th example: insert spaces around equals sign in chronological designation of last part.
3.3.8
Change "the title proper does not change" to "a new description is not required (see 0.2.4)"
Change last sentence to “The designation of the new sequence, if any, is given, followed by a comma and its numbering.”
In 7th ex., change hyphens to slashes for combined dates and numbers
3.3.9
Delete; unnecessary; unlikely that numbering of main series would be successive
3.3.10
Revise slightly
3.3.11
Revise first sentence for clarity
4th example: switch order of Japanese characters
4
Change “publication, printing, distribution” to “publication, production, distribution” in several places
Introductory note
Add paragraph giving elements
In first sentence, change “term publication, production or distribution” to “phrase publication, production, distribution, etc.”
Delete sentence beginning "In the context of applying the ISBD," and move it to 0.2.1
Delete heading “For older monographic resources”; change to normal indentation for next paragraph; delete 2nd sentence
(implied by next sentence)
Delete section for reproductions; will be covered in new section 0.2.4
Move 1st example to 7.2.4.2; delete other 2 as redundant.
Contents
4.3: delete
4.6: delete "and (for older monographic resources) and/or other printing information"
Recommended punctuation
Delete E
Punctuation patterns
Delete “[function]”
9th example: delete final letter of “place of printing or manufacturer” and insert space before colon
Prescribed source
Change heading to Prescribed sources
Use sources as in area 2, per decision in Frankfurt, Feb. 2010
Form and order of presentation
Remove alternatives and use alternative A here and in following
4.1
Add “Mandatory”
4.1.1
Delete “prescribed”; it doesn’t matter which source it is
Delete “(or principal publisher or producer if more than one name appears)” because choice of publisher defined in 4.2.3
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Delete section For OMR because follows general rule; keep first 3 ex.; notes covered by 7.4.1
4.1.2
Delete “prescribed”; it doesn’t matter which source it is
Delete 3rd ex. (redundant)
Merge older monographic resources into general rule
Delete “A & B.”; delete 1st ex. under OMR (redundant) and “Printed overseas” ex.
4.1.3
Delete markers for “A.” and “B.”
Add “indicated by the sequence” after “order” for consistency with other stipulations
Delete “prescribed”; it doesn’t matter which source it is
4.1.6
Delete first ex.; same situation as 3rd ex.
4.1.8
Delete “A”
Delete first sentence and set of ex. under For older monographic resource; same as general rule
In paragraph beginning "Prepositions ..." insert "of the place" after "associated with the name"
Revised portions of 4.1.13 moved to end of For OMR
4.1.9
Change “a qualifier such as the name of a country” to “the name of a larger place such as a country”; change “transcribed”
to “taken”
Add “(See also 4.2.8 for addresses given as part of the identification of the publisher or printer for older monographic
resources.)” to end of 2nd paragraph.
Delete section for older monographic resources; it essentially repeats the general rule
4.1.10
Add “or corrected” after “alternative.” Move sentence “The abbreviation “i.e.” is used for corrections (see 4.1.2).” from
OMR to general rule.
Delete section for older monographic resources; it essentially repeats the general rule; move 2 ex. to general rule
4.1.11
Add new heading “Parallel statements of place of publication”
Renumber old 4.1.11 as 4.1.11.1
Revise as follows: “When the name of the place of publication, production or distribution appears on the source of
information in more than one language and/or script:, the name in the language and script of the title proper is given. If this
criterion does not apply, the form of name made prominent by typography or, if there is no typographical distinction, the
form of name that appears first, is given.”
Delete rules for specific formats
4.1.12
Renumber as 4.1.11.2
Delete “A.”; delete “B.” and reference
Delete ex. under For OMR; it doesn’t illustrate anything different
Delete “prescribed”; it doesn’t matter which source it is
4.1.13
Delete “A.”; delete paragraph “B.”; delete “A & B.” and “A.”; delete examples “B.”
Lower case “stampato” in 4th ex.
Move remaining parts of 4.1.13 to 4.1.8
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4.1.14 (4.1.12)
Change “the larger jurisdiction” to “a larger place such as a country, state, etc.”
Add “An explanatory note may be given in area 7.” to first paragraph. Delete section for OMR as redundant.
4.1.17
Delete “A & B.”
Change “record” to “description”; change “printing” to “production, and/or”
4.2
Add “Mandatory”
4.2.1
Add paragraph from 4.2.9
Delete “A.”
4.2.2
Delete “prescribed”; it doesn’t matter which source it is
Number 2nd paragraph as 4.2.3
Delete this set of ex.; it doesn’t illustrate the rule
Delete section for OMR because superseded by one in 4.2.3
4.2.3
Delete “prescribed”; it doesn’t matter which source it is
Delete numbering and make it 2nd paragraph of above
Delete “A.”
Add “indicated by the sequence” after “order” for consistency with other stipulations
4.2.4
Change “is indicated” to “may be indicated”, as in 4.1.5
Delete “A.” and section “B.”
4.2.5
Add as first sentence: “Words or phrases indicating the function (other than solely publishing) are given.” This will
generalize the rule for distributors; more examples will be given
Move 3rd sentence after new first sentence to avoid implication that distributor would always be given in note
Incorporate instructions and examples for statement of function of distributor from 4.3
4.2.6
Delete “and for older cartographic resources” from heading
Add period to end of editorial comments (full sentences)
Delete examples for Invicta and Xanara
Delete “prescribed”; it doesn’t matter which source it is
In ex. “a 1’enseigne de l’elephant” change “1” (one) to lowercase L
Delete ex. “printed for J. Roberts and A. Dod”; no new information
Delete “A & B.” and “A.”
4.2.7
Add sentence and examples about privately printed resources
Rearrange examples
For older monographic resources, first paragraph: delete "source of" from last sentence.
For older monographic resources, 2nd example: add space after “London”; add brackets around elements in examples
Delete “A & B.” and “A.”; delete “B.” and example
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Rephrase last paragraph for clarity
After last ex., add “Editorial comment: Printed by Frys, Couchman and Collier at the author’s own cost; author is Ernst
Wolff”
4.2.8
Move to 4.2.13 under For older monographic resources
Add “indicated by the sequence” after “order” for consistency with other stipulations
Fix capitalization in example: Nicole de la Barre
Delete “A.” and section “B.”
4.2.9
Delete opening parenthesis before “if”; change “standard identifier” to “resource identifier”; insert “catalogue” before
“number”; delete rest after “number”; change “see area 8” to “see 8.1.4”
Move revised paragraph to 4.2.1
4.2.10
Change heading to Incomplete name of publisher or producer
Delete first paragraph and first section under Older monographic resources; covered by 0.9
Delete “A & B.” and section “B.”
In ex. for Costard, rearrange note with title / statement of resp. (7, Introd. note)
In last ex., insert space after “ESTC”
4.2.11 (4.2.9)
Rephrase heading slightly
In 2nd paragraph, change “is followed” to “may be supplied, followed”
Add paragraph and ex. for OMR from 4.2.13, but reduce to giving the note (that’s the difference from the general rule)
4.2.12 (4.2.10)
Change heading to “Parallel statements of publisher, producer, and/or distributor”
Delete “prescribed”; it doesn’t matter which source it is
4.2.12.1 (4.2.10.1)
Add to main paragraph: “the form of name in the language or script of the title proper is given. If this criterion does not
apply, the form of name made more prominent by typography or, if there is no typographical distinction, the form of name
that appears first is given.”
Delete specific stipulations except for older monographic resources
Delete “A.” and section “B.”
Change punctuation at beginning of example to colon
4.2.13
Add heading “Printer as substitute for name of publisher, etc.”
Delete 2nd and 3rd ex.
In 4th ex., change “I.G.N.” to “The institute” (periods were getting swallowed up)
For older monographic resources
Move all of 4.2.8 here
Delete first paragraph and first ex.; repeat from 4.2.11
Move 2nd paragraph and ex. to 4.2.11
Enclose separate elements in square brackets in 3rd, and 4th ex.
4.2.14
Delete section for OMR
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4.2.15
Delete section for older monographic resources; it uses a lot of words to say what is in the general rule; part “B” would be
deleted anyway
4.3
Delete section and incorporate in 4.2.5
4.4
Add “Mandatory”
4.4.1
Delete 2nd and 3rd ex.; they add nothing new. Delete 4th ex. because multiple dates covered in 4.4.10
Add new ex.:
, 2003Editorial comment: Beginning publication date for online version of Croatica chemica acta, which
includes issues from vol. 69, no. 1 (1996)
Delete sections for OMR and ER
4.4.2
Delete all after first ex.; they add nothing new
4.4.4
In 4th ex., delete place and publisher
Delete “continuing” in 2nd paragraph to generalize rule; change ex. to single date
Delete 2nd ex. under OMR
Delete “A.” and sections “B.”
Delete sentence “When the date does not appear …”; covered by 4.4.9
Move ex. [1795?] to 4.4.9
Change “Dates not of the Christian era” to “Dates not of the Gregorian calendar”
Delete ex. “an 6, 1797” and following 2 ex.; covered above; delete ex. 7144
Add year in brackets for ex. for 1507
4.4.5
For older monographic resources
Delete first paragraph and ex.; same as general rule
Delete “A & B.” and section “B.”
4.4.6
In 3rd ex., change “cop.” to ©
Delete “A & B.”
4.4.7
Add “legal deposit date” and example
In 1st ex., change “cop.” to ©
Delete “A & B.”
Under sound recordings, in 2nd ex., change “P” to ℗
4.4.8
Switch order of 4.4.8 and 4.4.9 for a more logical order; rephrase (old) 4.4.8
4.4.9
Add “Unknown digits in the date may be indicated by a symbol chosen by the cataloguing agency.”
Delete “A & B.”
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4.4.10.1
Change heading to “Beginning date of publication”
Move 2nd and 3rd paragraphs under For serials to 4.4.10.3
Delete the rest of 4.4.10.1
4.4.10.2
Delete number and heading here so that paragraph “The date of publication …” becomes start of 4.4.10.1
Change “first” to “earliest”
Delete 2nd and 3rd ex. because they add nothing
Move 5th and 6th ex. to 4.4.10.3
Change heading “For completed continuing resources …” to 4.4.10.2 Ending date of publication
Delete 3rd ex.
Add section For updating looseleafs with stipulation and ex. for date last updated from old 4.4.10.1
4.4.10.3
Change heading to “Uncertain or unknown dates”
Change “first” to “earliest”
Move 2 paragraphs from 4.4.10.1 and 2 ex. from 4.4.10.2
Delete note under ex. “ -1896”
4.4.10.4
Replace with: “Notes about irregularities in the dates of a resource, such as when the lowest numbered part is not the part
with the earliest date of publication, may be given in area 7.”
Move note from ex. to 7.4.1
4.4.11
Change heading to “Resources with multiple dates”
Delete “A & B.”
4.5 & 4.6
Separate into separate stipulations for place of printing and name of printer
Delete references to engraver/engraving
4.5.1 & 4.6.1
In 5th ex., insert space after “Seattle”
Delete “A.” and both sections “B.”
Change “The place(s) of printing and the name(s) of the printer(s) are given” to “The place(s) of printing is mandatory”; the
distinction between “is given” and “may be given” in the 2 sentences is too subtle.
4.5.2 & 4.6.2
In 3rd ex., insert space before date; delete “gedruckt in”
Delete “A.”
Enclose separate elements of printing statement in brackets in 2nd and 4th ex. under For OMR
Delete last paragraph (When the information …); covered by 0.9
4.5.3 & 4.6.3
Delete example; doesn’t illustrate rule
4.7.1
Delete “A.” and section “B.”
Rephrase first paragraph under For older monographic resources to make intent clearer
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4.7.3
Delete example “, [generated] 1996)” because punctuation seems wrong and no date of publication
5
Introductory note:
Add paragraph giving elements; delete 2nd paragraph; “alternative types” not clear until you look at specific rules, and 5.2.8
and 5.3.1.4 need to be revised to emphasize cataloging what is in hand; multimedia covered in 5.1.2
Delete 3rd paragraph; obvious information not useful here
Delete 2nd sentence of 2nd paragraph under For older monographic resources; it repeats sentence from Introductory note
change “insets” to “inserts”; Change “disk/disc” to “disc”
delete section for cartographic resources; this is covered in specific stipulations
delete section For electronic resources; unnecessary
5.1
Add “Mandatory”
Incorporate first paragraph into 5.1.1
5.1.1
Incorporate part of 5.1
Add “Terms may be abbreviated” to first paragraph
Delete 2nd and 3rd paragraphs
Add “For printed texts, see 5.1.4.”; delete section For printed books.
Move section “for multimedia resources …” to 5.1.2
5.1.2
Reword 2nd sentence to put “if” clause first. Delete 3rd sentence.
Add exception for printed texts in 1 vol.
Delete ex. “2 photo CDs” because format little used now; delete “6 broadsides” because we also have “1 broadside”, which
is changed to “1 broadsheet” to match glossary; delete “4 CD-ROMs” because we also have “1 CD-ROM”; add ex. for
“vol.” and 4 ex. for types of graphics; add ex. for microfilm reel from 5.1.7
Reword 2nd paragraph
Add new paragraph for compound statements and move 3 ex. (3 maps on 1 sheet; 1 map on 2 sheets; 20 maps on 2 CDROMs) here; add 2 more (1 score in 8 vol.; 1 atlas in 2 vol.); to justify ex. in 5.1.4.2.1, etc.
Move section “For multimedia resources …” from 5.1.1 to here; change “is recorded” to “may be recorded”; reword
sentence to put “if” clause first. Change example from “1 videocassette (U-matic)” to “1 videocassette (VHS)” to make it
more typical. U-matic is used in 5.1.5.2 and 5.2.6.1.
Under For multimedia resources, change “contents” to “components”
Delete “general material designation”
Delete section for continuing resources and for multipart monographic resources; the information is given elsewhere
For updating looseleafs
Streamline paragraph to one sentence and add ex. for looseleaf still in progress
For multimedia resources
Delete 2nd sentence to avoid conflict with glossary definition of multimedia resource (cf. wiki)
Change A. and B. to a) and b); in alternative a) eliminate reference to GMD; in alternative b) add “area” after “physical
description”
Change heading Examples to Example; put all 4 lines into one paragraph
For electronic resources
Move section to 5.1.3
5.1.3
Reword first paragraph
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Delete 2nd paragraph (about sheets) because it adds nothing different; “folded sheet” added to appendix C; keep first ex.
Delete 3rd paragraph and ex. (special characteristics) because notes are covered in 7.5, which already has ex. for leaves
printed on both sides
Move examples from 5.1.6.1 here; change “study score” to “miniature score”
Move ex. “. – 1 transparency (4 unattached overlays)” to “For transparencies with overlays”
Move section For multimedia resources, etc., from end of 5.1.4.1.5 to here
Move section For electronic resources from 5.1.2 to here
5.1.4.1
Change to “Resources in one physical unit”
5.1.4.1.1
Reword and consolidate paragraphs into one paragraph; add general statement about notes and delete notes from examples
(repeated in 7.5)
5.1.4.1.2
Reword paragraph
5.1.4.1.3
After 2nd paragraph, delete heading and ex. for OMR; the difference in the ex. is covered by 5.1.4.1.2
Under For older monographic resources, write out stipulation; add first alternative to ex.
5.1.4.1.4
Add “or” between 2nd and 3rd ex.
Change 3rd ex. to: xiv p., p. 1-176, 161-832
5.1.4.1.5
Change 1), 2) to a), b)
Change 2nd sentence to make more explicit.
Change “When” to “If” in 2nd paragraph, lowercase items in list; explicate use of pages and leaves.
For older monographic resources
Delete “foliation or columns”; included in definition of pagination given above
Rearrange section for a (hopefully) more logical order
Remove italics from “pages” in editorial comment; change “A.” to “1)”, “B.” to “2)”, “A & B.” to “3)”
delete section about unpaged resources; same as general rule
For multimedia resources, etc.
Move to 5.1.3
5.1.4.1.6
Generalize to 3 sequences for all materials; change editorial comment on 1st and 2nd ex. to make 6 sequences
Change 1), 2) to a), b)
For older monographic resources
Add stipulation so ex. has something to illustrate
Change editorial comment under 1st ex. to make 6 sequences, delete 2nd ex. because only has 5 sequences and there’s no
point in giving 1 vol. if it’s followed by all the sequences; delete 3rd ex. because redundant
Delete sentence about register of signatures; this is always true
5.1.4.1.7
Reword both paragraphs
5.1.4.1.8
Reword first paragraph; delete comment after 2nd ex.
Delete 2nd paragraph (redundant); leave ex. of atlas
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Move section For older monographic resources to 7.5
Delete section for older monographic resources and notated music resources
5.1.4.2
Change heading to “Resources in more than one physical unit”
Delete paragraph; confusing and unnecessary
5.1.4.2.1
Move ex. of 4 filmstrips to 5.1.3
Delete first section For older monographic resources; it repeats information from 5.1.2
Delete heading for printed textual resources
Delete 1st and 2nd paragraphs under second section For older monographic resources; same as general rule
5.1.4.2.2
Delete ex. “3 vol.” because it doesn’t illustrate the rule
Delete section For older monographic resources; same as general rule
5.1.4.2.3
Delete because this is a general alternative that doesn’t have to be given here
5.1.5.1
Insert “physical” before “length” to distinguish from time length
5.1.5.2
Reword first paragraph
Change “filmloop” to “film loop”; change “DVD” to “DVD-Video”
5.1.5.3
Change “When the resource” to “If a resource”
5.1.5.4
Change “When the resource” to “If a resource”
5.1.6
Change heading to “Resources issued in fascicles”
5.1.6.1
Delete section; covered by 5.1.3; notated music for piano solo, etc., will be treated as other notated music
5.1.6.2
Delete number; text becomes 5.1.6; Change “When the resource” to “If a resource”
5.1.7
Delete section because inconsistent with general principles; add an example to 7.2.4.2
5.2.1
Add phrase at end about “ill.” for visual resources (cf. 5.2.3.1)
5.2.2
Add stipulation so examples have something to illustrate
Delete last ex. and “col.” from 6th ex.; colour handled in 5.2.4
5.2.3.1
Delete 2nd and 3rd ex.; change heading to “Example”
Add ex. “: transparency, col.” taken from 5.2.2
Delete section for older monographic resources; same as general rule; notes covered in area 7
Delete section for microforms; we’re not differentiating by original vs. reproduction
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Delete section for visual resources; covered by 5.2.1
5.2.4
Change heading to Presence of colour
5.2.4.1
Change heading to “Texts with Illustrations”;
Delete section for older monographic resources; same as general rule; notes covered in 7.11
5.2.4.2
Change heading to “Visual resources”; delete “For visual resources”
Number section for electronic resources as 5.2.4.3; reword 1st two sentences; delete 3rd and 4th sentences (obsolete)
Delete last paragraph and ex.
5.2.5
Change heading to Reduction ratio (microforms)
5.2.6
Change heading to Presence or absence of sound
5.2.6.1
Move ex. for electronic disk from 5.2.6.3 to here
5.2.6.3
Reword paragraph
Delete section for electronic resources (same as general rule); ex. moved to 5.2.6.1
5.2.7
Add filmstrips to first sentence and delete 2nd sentence
Change “disc” to “disk” (multiple)
Add “s” to “track” (multiple)
Add stipulation and ex. for video format.
Rearrange stipulations in order given in table
5.2.8
Change heading to “Resources available in different formats”
Change “at the level covered by this” to “in terms of the Other physical details”
5.3
Delete 3rd paragraph; repeated in 5.3.1.1.2
Move section for OMR to 5.3.2
5.3.1
Move rule for film and tape to main paragraph and label as exception.
5.3.1.1
Change heading to “Choosing the dimensions to measure”; delete first paragraph
Change “disc” to “disk”
5.3.1.1.1
Delete number
Move stipulation and ex. to 5.3.1.3
5.3.1.1.2
Delete number
Change “In the case of” to “For”
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Delete 2nd paragraph; see 5.3.1.1.
In 3rd ex., change “CD-ROM” to “CD”
Make omission of standard dimensions optional.
In 3rd paragraph, reword to put restrictive clause first; delete “sound” in parenthetical phrase.
In 4th paragraph, add “sound” before “cassette” and “cartridge” in statement of standard dimensions; add dimensions of
videocassette
In 5th paragraph, change “In the case of” to “For”; delete sentence about Super 8 because awkward and shown in ex.
In ex. add “s” to “track”; change “super 8” to “Super 8” because trade name.
For electronic resources
Rephrase first sentence
Change “disk/disc” to “disc”
Delete ex. for 1 electronic disk
Change “height and width” to “length and width”
5.3.1.3
Add stipulation and ex. from 5.3.1.1.1
In 3rd ex., change dimensions to “30 cm, in container”
5.3.1.4
Delete section; alternate formats covered by 7.5
5.3.1.5
Add example for first section
Delete section for electronic resources.
5.3.2
Move section for OMR from 5.3 to here
5.3.2.4
Delete line break between 4 v. and 3 v.
Move sentence after examples to position before examples; add “of a multilevel description” after “second level”
5.4
Delete heading “Introductory note”
5.4.1
Delete first ex.; essentially the same as later examples
Insert space before semicolon in 2nd example
Delete 2nd paragraph and ex.; describe resource in hand
Delete section for notated music; move a couple of ex. to general section
5.4.2
In 3rd ex., delete editorial comment (unnecessary)
Delete last 2 ex.
5.4.3
Rephrase
Change numbering from 1), etc. to a), etc.
Delete paragraph about containers; doesn’t belong here and conflicts with 5.3.1.3 and 7.5
Delete section for electronic resources; doesn’t say anything useful.
6
Change heading to Series and multipart monographic resource area
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Introductory note
Add paragraph giving elements
Add to 1st paragraph: “The term “series” is used in the following to mean any of these larger resources.” Change other
references in area 6 to “series, subseries or multipart monographic resource” to “series”
Delete 2nd paragraph to allow series statements from any part of multipart monograph or continuing resource
Change “in the case of these being” to “if these are”
In 5th paragraph delete first sentence; repeats glossary definition; change last sentence to “A continuing resource or a
multipart monographic resource may be part of a larger series.”
Delete section for older monographic resources; unnecessary guidance
Recommended punctuation
Delete L; repetitive of B
Prescribed sources
Add “The preferred source of information is the series title page or title page for the multipart monographic resource. If
there is no such title page, the preferred sources of information for continuing resources and multipart monographic
resources given in A.4.2 are used” as first paragraph.
Delete everything after that paragraph and replace with sources from area 2, adding series title page
Part about notes for sources of statement in OMR is covered by 7.6.
6.1
Change heading to Title proper of series or multipart monographic resource
Add “Mandatory”
Shorten heading; cf. definition of series
Delete paragraph; unnecessary
6.1.1
Delete numbering and heading
Rewrite paragraph to generalize it; add 2nd and 3rd sentence from 6.1.3
Delete ex. with numbering because numbering not introduced yet
6.1.2
Delete; no need for separate rules for different types of resources; keep examples (even though they include numbering)
6.1.3
Delete first sentence and move 2nd and 3rd to 6.1.1
Delete section for CR; finding key title requires extra research; ISSN is unique identifier by itself
6.1.4
Delete; no need for separate rules
6.1.5
Delete; no need for separate rules
6.2
Delete “subseries” from heading
Delete text because unnecessary and creates “hanging paragraph.”
6.2.1
Delete “prescribed”; it doesn’t matter which source it is
Delete ex. with numbering because numbering not introduced yet
Assign number 6.2.2 to last paragraph and change to “If the title proper is made up of a common title and a dependent title
or titles, the parallel common title or titles and the parallel dependent title or titles, if given, are transcribed following the
common title and dependent title.” to agree with 1.3.5.5.
delete numbering from last ex. (Sounds of the theatre)
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6.3
Delete “subseries” from heading
Delete text because unnecessary and creates “hanging paragraph.”
6.3.1
Delete “prescribed”; it doesn’t matter which source it is
Delete ex. with numbering because numbering not introduced yet
6.3.3
Add “when necessary for identification of the series”
6.4
Delete “subseries” from heading and change “Statements” to “Statement”
Move sentence about parallel statements from after examples to end of first paragraph.
Delete ex. for Bibliothek der deutschen Classiker; not clear why statement of reponsibility given and taken from outside
prescribed source
6.4.1
Delete “prescribed”; it doesn’t matter which source it is
Delete ex. with numbering because numbering not introduced yet
6.4.2
Revise to refer to 1.5.5.12.
6.5
Change heading to International standard number of the series or multipart monographic resource
Add “Mandatory”
Delete sentence about multiparts; unnecessary.
6.5.1
Substitute “preceded by ‘ISSN’” for “and is transcribed in accordance with the relevant standard”
Add ex. of series with subseries
Move ex. with numbering to 6.6.1
6.5.2
Delete
6.5.4 (to be renumbered 6.5.3)
Add new section: “If the resource being described is part of a multipart monographic resource, the International Standard
Book Number (ISBN) of the larger bibliographic resource is given, if known, preceded by “ISBN”. If there is no ISBN
available, other standard identifiers may be given.” [example needed]
6.6
Delete “subseries” from heading
6.6.1
Delete “prescribed”; it doesn’t matter which source it is
Change “substituted for” to “given in place of”
Delete sentence about ISO 832
10th ex. (Musik alter Meister): delete point after "Heft"
6.6.2
Revise text and examples to include numbering of main series in series statement.
6.6.3
Rephrase; numbering is defined in glossary to includes letters
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6.6.5.1
Delete 2nd half of sentence; unnecessary
Add editorial comment to ex.
6.6.5.2
rephrase
6.6.5.3
Delete; unnecessary
7
Indication of “(mandatory)” deleted from various notes (decision at Frankfurt, Feb. 2010)
Introductory note
Delete sentence “When a note is mandatory …”
Delete examples section; not needed in an introduction
Delete section for OMR; too vague, unnecessary
For continuing resources
Delete first sentence; covered by 3rd sentence of Introductory note. Move rest of paragraph to new 2nd paragraph of
Introductory note.
Delete 2nd paragraph because 7.2.4.7.1 says the notes are mandatory.
Change "ISBD record" to "description"
Delete section for electronic resources; this is noted in the respective stipulations
Recommended punctuation
Add “The areas of description within a note are separated by a point and a space.” to end of 2nd paragraph.
7.0
Change heading to “Notes on the content form and media type area and for special types of material”
7.0.1
Add new section for notes on area 0
Renumber following sections
7.0.1 (7.0.2)
In 2nd ex., insert space after “ESTC”
7.0.2 (7.0.3)
Delete the word “mandatory” because it’s actually conditional.
Add ex. “Updated weekly” from 7.2.3
Add . – before each note. In last paragraph, change “in area 7” to “in the note.”
7.0.3 (7.0.4)
Change heading to “System requirements for electronic resources”
Add Mandatory designation
Delete first sentence of 2nd paragraph.
Delete example in Finnish because English is the language of cataloging in this version of the ISBD.
7.0.4 (7.0.5)
Change heading to “Mode of access for electronic resources”
Add Mandatory designation
Delete “(mandatory)” and “in area 7” from first sentence.
Change first sentence of 2nd paragraph to: “Mode of access is given as the first note unless a System requirements note (see
7.0.3) is present.” Delete 3rd sentence.
Delete 3rd and 4th examples; third seems backwards, 4th is awkward and outmoded.
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7.1.1.1
Move to 7.2.4.1
7.1.1.2 (7.1.1.1)
Change heading to “Source of the title proper”
change first sentence to “When the source of the title proper of a printed resource is other than the title page, the source is
given in a note.”; previous rule made no sense because title page substitute is a prescribed source, and intent is to identify
t.p. substitute; other types of resources covered below
In 4th ex., rearrange per 7, Introd. note
Move ex. “Title supplied by cataloguer” from multimedia group to general group
Under examples for electronic resources, delete “Title from container” and “Title supplied by cataloguer” (both used
above), delete “Title from IFLANET home page” (similar to last ex.; IFLANET is no more); delete “viewed on” date,
covered by 7.9
7.1.1.3
Delete 3rd-5th and 7th ex.; delete HTML title ex.
Delete sentence at end because 7.10.1 revised.
Delete “Editorial comment” before “Title proper”; change “Title proper is:” to “Title proper:”
Add ex. from 1.4.4.3
7.1.1.4
Add heading “Expansion of initials and numbers in title proper”
Delete “Editorial comment” before “Title proper”; change “Title proper is:” to “Title proper:”
7.1.1.5
Deleted; ex. moved to 7.1.2.1. This is not a not on title proper but on the nature of the contents.
7.1.1.6.1
Add “(see 0.2.4)” to end of first sentence.
Delete period at end of 2nd example; delete parentheses around notes on examples
In next-to-last ex., change “Oct.-Dec. 1995--“ to “Oct./Dec. 1995-“ and change “on” to “of” for consistency
7.1.1.6.2
Add “integrating” before “resource”
7.1.1.6.3
Add new stipulation for multipart monographs
7.1.2.1
Change first sentence to “If the nature, purpose, scope, or literary, artistic or musical form cannot be inferred from other
elements of the description, a note may be given.”
Add ex. from 7.1.1.5
Delete headings for special materials
Change “2 pieces” to “Two pieces” to avoid beginning note with numeral
Move set of cartographic examples (notes on matter depicted) here from 7.7
7.1.2.2
Delete comment after 2nd ex.; delete 3rd and 5th ex.
Change periods in middle of notes to semicolons and lower case following word
7.1.3
Change 2nd ex. from “July-Aug. 1962--Sept.-Oct. 1966” to July/Aug. 1962-Sept./Oct. 1966”
Change “area 7” to “a note”
Delete 2nd paragraph; delete 1st ex.; delete 1st and last ex. in 2nd group
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Rewrite examples to eliminate library jargon (“parallel titles”)
Change references from 1.3.5.5 to 1.3.5.6
Rewrite sections for serials and IR to make them parallel; change “is given” and “are given” to “may be given” because
they are conditional (when considered important)
7.1.4
Change first line to “Notes on the statements of responsibility may include”
Delete 3rd bullet because it’s about other editions
Add Voltaire ex. from 1.5.5.2
Add Rene Forest ex. from 1.5.5.11.4
Delete some redundant ex. and some that relate to bibliographic history
Make first paragraph after first set of ex. the last bullet before ex.
Delete section For continuing resources (covered by general rule)
Add bullets in first section based on multimedia resources and electronic resources; move 2 ex. from multimedia to main
group
Sections about source of statement of responsibility
These will be moved to new section 7.1.4.2 and changed as follows:
Change 2nd paragraph after first set of ex. to “If a statement of responsibility has been transcribed from a source other than
the prescribed source of information, the source of the statement may be given in a note.”
Delete ex. on composer statement because redundant; change heading for 2nd and 3rd sets of ex. to “Example”
Under For older monographic resources, change first paragraph to “If the statement of responsibility does not appear
directly after the title statement on the prescribed source of information, its position is described in a note.” Delete 2nd and
3rd paragraphs (redundant)
7.1.4.1
Rewrite section for serials to eliminate parts about minor changes in corporate names; these don’t need to be noted.
Rewrite each section to use parallel and simpler language.
For integrating resources: add “. – “ before ex.; new ex. added
7.1.4.2
New section for source of statement of responsibility created from parts of 7.1.4 and 1.5.5.2
7.2
Move first 2 ex. to 7.2.3
Delete rest of stipulation and ex.
7.2.1
General stipulation added.
For older monographic resources
Insert text about statements appearing before title, taken from 2.1.4.1.
Second paragraph and examples deleted; covered by 7.8.
For continuing resources
Delete first paragraph because it is redundant and unnecessary; info at 2.1.2 was deleted.
Delete 2nd paragraph; covered by 7.0.2
Delete 3rd paragraph; covered by general stipulation.
For electronic resources
Sentence rephrased; 3rd ex. deleted (2 are enough)
7.2.2
Delete “for continuing resources” from heading
Add “and multipart monographic resources” to “For serials”
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Revise paragraphs to include references to rules for major changes in edition statements
7.2.3
Change heading to “Bibliographic history of the resource”
Add instruction “Notes relating to the edition being described or the bibliographic history of the work may be given.”
Delete colon after “Examples”
Some redundant ex. deleted
Under “For electronic resources,” insert example moved from end of 7.10.1
Move ex. “Updated weekly” to 7.0.2
Delete section about dates; covered by 7.1.2.1 (nature and scope)
For continuing resources: add “. – “ before ex.
Combine all ex. into one list
7.2.4
Change heading to “Relationships to other resources”
Move first ex. to 7.2.4.6
Delete rest of stipulation and example
7.2.4.1
Move text and examples from 7.1.1.1 here.
Switch order of lines in ex. for Soviet radiochemistry
Move last sentence (For editions…) before examples
7.2.4.2
Change dashes to parentheses. Put parentheses around “when different from the title of the reproduction”
Change “digitised version” to “digitisation”
Change examples to put note first; add first ex. from 4 – Introductory note; add 2 more from wiki
Add ex. of microform reproduction from 5.1.7
7.2.4.3
Change note on 1st ex. to “Area 2: Final edition”
Change note on 2nd ex. to “Area 2: City edition”
Delete “Editorial comment” on 6th ex.
Add periods before dashes at start of examples
Last ex. (Issues 46- …) moved to new section 7.5.2
7.2.4.4
Change “inserts/insets” to “inserts”
Change order of lines in first 2 ex.
Move 2 ex. here from 7.7
7.2.4.5
Change “insert/inset” to “insert”
Change see also reference to 1.1.4.6.2
Change order of lines in ex.
Change “inset” to “insert” in last ex.
7.2.4.6
Change order of lines in ex.
7.2.4.7
Change heading to “Relationships between continuing resources”
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Rewrite all following sections for consistency and clarity
7.2.4.7.1
Change order of lines in ex.
7.2.4.7.2
Change order of lines in ex.
Delete editorial comments
7.2.4.7.3
Change order of lines in ex.
Delete editorial comment
7.2.4.7.4
Change order of lines in ex.
7.2.4.7.5
Change order of lines in ex.
7.3.1
Delete “For notated music resources” from heading
7.3.2
Delete “For cartographic resources” from heading
Add instruction “Notes on other mathematical or cartographic data additional to, or elaborating on, that given in Area 3 may
be given.”
Delete period at end of 2nd example
Move relief examples here from 7.7
7.3.2.1
Reword 2nd sentence
Delete last sentence; unnecessary.
7.3.2.3
Add heading “Digital cartographic resources”
Delete periods at ends of 3 examples
7.3.3
Change heading to “Numbering”
Change sentence from “alternatively” to “or” and rephrase; not a true alternative stipulation
7.3.3.1
Change “area 7” to “a note”
7.3.3.2
Delete period at end of last example
7.3.3.3
Change “insert/inset” to “insert”
Change order of lines in ex.
7.4.1
Change “These” to “Notes on the publication, production, distribution, etc., area”
Delete 2nd ex.; similar to later ex.
Revise a couple of ex. to title / statement of resp., per 7, Introd. note
Move ex. from note in 4.4.10.4
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Delete some ex. that don’t pertain directly to area 4; move map ex. to 7.2.3
For older monographic resources
Change “area 7” to “a note”
7.4.2
Change heading to “Changes to information in the publication, production, distribution, etc., area”
7.4.2.1
Change “Note:” to “. – ”
Change “area 7” to “a note”
7.4.2.2
Change “Note:” to “. – ”
Change “area 7” to “a note”
7.5
Add subheading 7.5.1 Additional physical details
Change “These” to “Notes on the physical description area”
Add comments to first 2 examples (cf. 5.1.4.1.1)
Move example “Imperfect …” to 7.11
Move section For older monographic resources from 5.1.4.1.8 to here; condense sections on signatures/collation and add ex.
from DCRM(B)
Delete example "Tête-bêche format"
Delete example “Bound in boards …”; repeated in 7.11
Move examples from multimedia resources, etc., to general list
Rephrase section on continuing resources; delete first ex.
Under For electronic resources, condense text to one basic sentence; combine examples into one list; delete some
unnecessary ex.
Add new section 7.5.2 Other physical formats available; move relevant examples here
7.6
Move number 7.6.1 to beginning of first paragraph
Combine 2 paragraphs into one
Change heading to “Examples”
Delete 2nd example (cf. 6.6.2); move first and 4th ex. to 7.6.2
Add ex. from 7.6.3
For older monographic resources
Delete “other than an ISSN”; change “area 7” to “a note”
Add “and multipart monographs” to “For continuing resources”; indent heading and text
7.6.2
Add examples from 7.6
7.6.3
Move ex. to 7.6 (now 7.6.1)
Delete rest of 7.6.3; it says nothing important
7.6.4
Delete “(mandatory)” and rephrase sentence; most notes shouldn’t be mandatory, and a cataloguer can’t be expected to
know the key title of a series
7.7
Number first paragraph as 7.7.1
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Number following sections: 7.7.2 List of contents; 7.7.3 Notes on other inclusions;
Move section For multipart monographic resources under List of contents
Delete section For continuing resources
For cartographic resources
Delete space before colon at end of sentence
Move Description of insets …, Description of sections …, and first 3 ex. under Notes describing material … under Notes on
other inclusions and combine
Move first 2 ex. under Description of explanatory … to 7.2.4.4; delete 3rd ex.
Move examples under Notes on matter depicted to 7.1.2.1
Move relief examples to 7.3.2
7.7.3 (new)
Add a sentence of text and move some ex. of bibliographies, etc., here
7.8.1
Rephrase first sentence
Delete paragraph about note; incorrect identifiers are qualified in area 8
7.8.2
Replace first sentence.
Delete 2nd example (repetition from 7.8.1); change heading to Example
7.9
Add instruction “Notes on the issue, part, iteration, etc., that forms that basis of the description may be given.”
Delete section for electronic resources and combine with section for remote-access electronic resources (formerly 7.9.4)
delete “For continuing resources”
7.9.1-7.9.4
Delete headings and indent text.
7.9.1
Rewrite first 2 sentences; expand to include multipart monographic resources; simplify paragraph about latest issue
consulted
Keep only first ex. in both sets; one is enough
7.9.4
Rewrite first sentence
Change heading to “Examples”
Delete period at end of last example
Add examples from section for electronic resources in 7.9
7.10.1
Delete specific headings; not necessary
Delete 2nd ex.
Delete 3rd example (nobody sure how this can apply to notated music; units not clear; why 3 durations?)
7.10.4
Change text to: “Numbers or identifiers associated with the resource but not given in area 8 may be given in a note.”
Add ISRC ex. from 8.1.2
7.11
Add instruction “Notes on the copy being catalogued may be given” and give general categories from section for older
monographic resources
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Add example “Imperfect …” from 7.5
Delete heading and stipulation for older monographic resources; make one general list of examples
Under “For older monographic resources,” delete example “Ms notes by the author” because redundant (see top of page);
delete other redundant examples
8
Introductory note
Add paragraph giving elements
In paragraph beginning “A resource identifier …” add “and identifying” after “associated with”
Change numbering from 1) to bullets
Delete paragraph beginning “If the title of the whole group …”
Delete paragraph and ex. about qualifiers; this is given later
Delete sections for older monographic resources and for notated music resources; this information is given later
Recommended punctuation
In examples, change “price” to “terms of availability” (unless already present) (cf. 8.3)
Delete “ISRC” (expression identifier)
Change issue number to catalogue number (cf. 8.1.4.1)
Prescribed source
Delete section for older monographic resources
8.1
Add “Mandatory”
8.1.2
Reword 2nd sentence
Add editorial comment to 2nd ex. (old style ISBN)
Replace 2 ISMNs with 13-digit ISMN
Move ISRC ex. to 7.10.4
Delete space in doi
Add “URL:” before ex. start http … and add editorial comment
Delete a couple of ex. for redundant types
In 2nd group of ex. under for notated music resources, combine first 2 ex. into one line
8.1.3
Add heading “Qualification to identifier”; move 8.4.1 here and consolidate
Add paragraph and examples for resources with more than one identifier
Delete space after qualifier in first ex.; update ISBNs to 13 digits; delete 2nd ex. (ISSN corrected) because invalid number
not given
8.1.4
Change heading to Label names and catalogue numbers
Move paragraph to beginning of 8.1.4.1
8.1.4.1
Change “issue number” to “catalogue number” in 8.1.4.1-8.1.4.2 (cf.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catalog_numbering_systems_for_single_records)
8.1.4.2
Change last sentence about numbers of individual parts to “may be given”
8.1.4.3
Delete section and move ex. to 8.1.4.1
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8.1.5
Rephrase text, combine into one paragraph. Add first sentence from footnote; such normative statements should be in the
text.
Add example from SCTN page
Add URLs to footnote for Fingerprints and newsletter. Remove underlining from URL in footnote
8.2
Add “s” to end of heading
8.3
Change heading to Terms of availability
Delete text
8.3-8.4.2
Change prices to put currency code before amount (cf. http://publications.europa.eu/code/en/en-370303.htm#position)
8.3.1
Add new first sentence defining terms of availability to include price. Change “the price of the resource is given in the
international standard symbol …” to “It is recommended to give the price of the resource with the international standard
code …”. Add footnote for ISO 4217
Delete last sentence (ex. is enough)
3rd example: delete “producer’s tutorial” (not term of availability)
4th example: add “for”
For continuing resources
Delete paragraph (too much detail; last sentence contains no new information)
Delete 1st, 3rd and 6th examples (redundant)
Move 2nd ex. to general rule
Move 4th & 5th ex. to 8.4.2 (to be renumbered 8.3.2) as examples of qualifiers
8.4
Delete (qualification sections created for both identifier and terms of availability)
8.4.1
In first ex., change “toe” to “toc” as in ISBD(NBM)
Delete 3rd-6th ex. (not about source of no.; will be covered by new section for resources with more than one identifier in
8.1.3)
In 5th example, change “partitition” to “partition”; delete 6th ex (unnecessary)
Combine 2 CBS examples into one line
Change ISBN-10s into ISBN-13s; delete one of the ex. for paperback
Insert “RCA” before “RK 11719”
Delete ex. of “artist’s signed edition” (similar to paperback ex. and more appropriate to area 2)
Move everything to 8.1.3 and consolidate
8.4.2
Change numbering to 8.3.2
Delete “and/or price” (cf. 8.3)
Delete 4th example (lacks currency and basically the same as 2nd ex.)
Examples illustrating area 8
Delete section (ex. are either redundant or outdated or unnecessary)
Move ex. of stereo and mono LP to 8.1.3, insert “Warner Bros.”
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Appendix A: Multilevel description
Change numbering from 1) to a)
Remove underlining from URL in footnote; change URL to http://www.ifla.org/files/cataloguing/isbd/component-parts.pdf
Rewrite some sections
Delete periods at ends of paragraphs in Proust example; change pound sterling symbol to GBP
Revise paragraph about statement of extent because it implies extent would not be given at lower levels if given at first
level, when it could actually be given at multiple levels, and lower levels could also represent multiple parts
Generalize paragraph for cartographic resources and move it after Minnesota ex.
Appendix C
Delete list of recommended GMDs and SMDs because GMD no longer used
Replace with new bibliography of sources used or referred to
Appendix D: Abbreviations
Delete “in area 5”
Change ISO 31 to ISO 80000-3; add footnotes for ISO 832 and 80000-3
Delete DVDs from list.
Add ill., p., vol.; add “coloured” to “colour”
Appendix E: Glossary
Reformat in keeping with ISO/IEC Directives, Part 2, Rules for the structure and drafting of international standards, Annex
D <http://www.iso.org/directives>
Add note about sources
accompanying material
Change “insert/inset” to “insert”
alternative title
add ex. of Moby-Dick
aperture card
delete term and definition; not used in text
audiovisual resource
add term and definition
back-to-back
add term and definition
bibliographic format
add ref. to Format
cartridge
Delete the “i.e.”s
cassette
Delete the “i.e.”s
catalogue number
Add term and definition (from http://musicians.about.com/od/ah/g/cataloguenumber.htm)
chief source of information
Add reference to preferred source of information
cine mode
revise
collation
Add term and definition (from ODLIS)
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colour
Delete term and definition; definition is outdated and anyway unnecessary
condensed score
Change “part” to “parts”
conductor part
Add reference to piano (violin, etc.) conductor part
container
Change “discs/disks” to “discs”
coordinates
Add term and definition from USDMA; also ref. from geographic coordinates
Delete footnote to Form and Structure of Corporate Headings; headings are outside the purview of ISBD and this reference
adds nothing to the understanding of the term
date of publication, production, and/or distribution
Add term and definition from ODLIS
declination
add term and definition from USDMA
dependent title
Add “some” before “titles of individual sheets”
Add: “(See also Section title)”
dimensions
Change “in the case of” to “for”
direct access
Change “disk/disc” to “disc”
docket title
Add term and definition from DCRM(B)
documentation (electronic resource)
Delete qualifier and reword definition to generalize
edition; Impression; Issue
change references to "Issue (Printed monographic resource)", "State (Older monographic resource)", and "Variant copy"
epoch
Added definition from USDMA
equinox
Added definition from USDMA
extent
Revise definition to make more precise
fascicle
Add term and definition based on AACR2
filmloop
Change to 2 words “film loop”; revise definition based on ODLIS
fixing of the sound
Delete term and definition; not used except in other parts of glossary
format (notated music)
Change to see Music format
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frequency
Reword definition: “the intervals at which the issues or parts of a serial or the updates to an integrating resource are issued,
such as daily, weekly, monthly, annually”
half-sheet
Delete term and definition; not used except in definition of gathering and meaning is evident
half title
Add term and definition from ODLIS
home page
Delete term and definition; used in common meaning
insert/inset
Separate into 2 definitions, 1st under insert and 2nd under inset; add definitions from ODLIS
ISBN, ISMN, ISRC
Reword definitions
ISSN
Reword definition; Update URL in footnote to http://www.issn.org/2-23364-ISSN-Manual.php.
ISSN Network
Delete term and definition as unnecessary
issue (serial)
delete 2nd part of definition
journal
delete term and definition; not used in text
leaf
Add term and definition from AACR2
logo
Change definition to “An emblem or graphic design used in publications and on promotional materials by a company,
organization, agency, or institution as a trademark or symbol of its identity.”
map projection
Change to reference to projection (term map projection not used in text of ISBD)
masthead
Change “in the case of” to “for”
miniature score
Insert term and definition based on study score
nonbook resources
Delete term and definition because not used in text (except “nonbook materials” in introduction); anyway, meaning is selfevident
notated music format
Change to “music format” and reposition to reflect term used in text
older monographic resource
Delete the 2nd sentence as not appropriate to the definition.
pagination
add term and definition
parallel element
Delete term and definition; not used in text
parallel title
Insert “of” before “an individual work” for clarity
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part designation
Reword definition and move after “Part”
part(s) (notated music)
Change to singular; add see also to piano (violin, etc.) conductor part
periodical
Delete term and definition; not needed
phonogram (“P”) date
Change 1st sentence to “a date appearing with the sound recording copyright symbol ℗”
place of publication
Add term and definition from ODLIS
postcard
Delete term and definition; not used in text, standard meaning
prescribed punctuation
Reword definition slightly
print
Delete 2nd sentence; instructions should not be given in glossary definitions
printer
Add term and definition from ODLIS
production company (sound recording)
Reword definition; Change “discs” to “disks”
projection
Add term and definition from USDMA
publisher
Add term and definition from ODLIS
realization (audiovisual resource)
Delete term and definition; not used in text; standard meaning
record
Add “verb” to term to distinguish from use as a noun, which is also pronounced differently
reel
Delete the “i.e.”s
reissue (motion picture)
Delete term and definition; not used in this sense in text
representative fraction
Add term and definition from USDMA
resolution
Reword slightly
resource identifier
Add term and definition, taken from area 8
resource itself
Delete term and definition; unnecessary
right ascension
Add term and definition from USDMA
score
Definition rewritten based on AACR2 and R. Smiraglia, Describing Music Materials
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section title
Add: “A designation such as “Series C” or “Second series” is considered a section title or subseries title when there is more
than one simultaneous section or the subseries is unnumbered. If the designation represents a change in numbering, it is
considered part of the numbering of the serial or series. (See also Dependent title.)”
series
Delete “The volumes, etc., within a series may be monographs or continuing resources”; it’s covered in 6 – Introductory
note.
series statement
Revise to: “a statement identifying one or more series to which a resource belongs, including any numbering of the resource
within the series”; based on RDA glossary; definition of series includes monographic resources by implication; no need to
repeat here
sound disc
Change “disc” to “disk”
sources of information
Move preferred source and prescribed source to their respective places; create references here
sponsoring body
Delete term and definition; gives an instruction which is covered in 1.5.2
study score
change to a reference to miniature score
subseries statement
Change “in the case of” to “for”
terms of availability
Add term and definition
title page
Delete last sentence because this is more of an instruction than a definition; covered in A.4.2.1.1
version
Delete term and definition; it’s not really a definition but more like a guideline and so not suited for a glossary
videodisc
Change “Digital Versatile Disc or” to “e.g.,” because DVD doesn’t officially stand for anything and everyone knows it by
the initialism, not any spelled out form; Change “disc” to “disk”
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